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Key features of ICD-11 for Q&S use case

• Underlying Foundation or semantic knowledge base
• Clustering to express relationships among diagnoses, using extension 

codes with stem codes
• Postcoordination using 3-part model to explain harm, cause, and 

mode or mechanism
• Robust coding tools with potential for automated code-building from 

free text in the EHR



Extension codes

Add-ons to be attached to a diagnosis to capture the 
granularity of clinical documentation – if/when needed
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Three-part model
The 3-part model for capturing healthcare-related adverse events in 
ICD-11 consists of: 
• 1. A healthcare-related activity that is the  cause  of injury or other 

harm (selected from Chapter  23 of ICD-11); 
• 2. A mode or mechanism of injury or harm, related to the underlying 

cause (also from Chapter 23 of ICD-11); and 
• 3. The harmful consequences of the event to the patient, selected 

from any of Chapters 1 through 22 of ICD11 (most importantly, the 
injury or harm experienced by the patient)
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Example of application of 3-part model
A patient had a left knee-replacement less than a year ago, because of 
arthritis. The implanted device has come loose, resulting in pain and 
reduced function 
Harm: Pain in joint ME82; Specifc Anatomy (use additional code, if 
desired) Knee joint XA8RL1; Laterality (use additional code, if 
desired)—Left XK8G 
Cause: Orthopaedic devices associated with adverse incidents, 
prosthetic or other implants, materials or accessory devices PK99.2 
Mode: Dislodgement, misconnection or de-attachment, as mode of 
injury or harm PL12.4 
Code Structure: ME82&XA8RL1&XK8G/PK99.2/PL12.4 
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Purpose:
Proof of concept  Can we apply the three-
part model to representative patient safety 
cases?

Approach:
All reviewers reviewed 45 cases
Identified from three sources:
15 cases identified from field work at 4 
Canadian hospitals;
15 cases identified from CIHI’s training set;
15 cases identified from AHRQ PSNet cases;

Analysis:
Assessed consistency and coverage, 
opportunities to improve coding tools
20/45 could have harm, cause, mode classified
5/45 had no harm (“near miss”), but could 
have cause, mode classified
20/45 missing information about cause and/or 
mode of harm





Personal observations

• ICD-11 will create new opportunities 
for tracking and understanding harms 
that patients experience in health care.

• ICD-11 allows linkage of outcomes of 
care with specific process failures, 
incorporating results of quality 
improvement activities.

• ICD-11 is designed for compatibility 
with AHRQ’s Common Formats and 
other tools for describing patient safety 
events and will catalyze global 
advances in patient safety surveillance.
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